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tal mixing timescale, as it is attenuated by both the

Abstract.

Observations
of linearlyincreasing(e.g.,SF0) and peri- presenceof extratropical air and by vertical diffusion.
odicallyvarying(e.g.,H20+2CH4) long-livedtracersin Limitingbounds
onthem•xingrateanddiffusion
have
the lower stratosphereprovide independentconstraints been estimated from the H amplitude; e.g., Mote et al.
on theoriesof transport in the region. Taken together, [1996]assumedno mixing to obtain an upper bound

thesedata allowseparationof the rolesof diffusion(with on the rate of diffusion,while Randelet al. [1997]ascoefficient
Ko) and advection(at rate Q) throughisen- sumed no diffusion to obtain an upper bound on the
tropic surfaces,and mixing of extra-tropical air into rate of mixing. Recently,Phil Mote (personalcommuthe tropics (with relaxationtime r). Using a one- nications;1997) has usedH20 and CH4 separatelyto
dimensional diffusive-advectivemodel of the tropical estimate rates of diffusion and mixing simultaneously.
stratosphere,which allows relaxation of mixing ratios
Hall and Waugh[1997]showed
that the phaselag of a
to extra-tropical values,we obtain solutionsfor periodic periodicsignaland the meanage (the stratospheric
lag
and linear tracers. Fitting the solutionsto observations time to a tracervaryinglinearlyin the troposphere
[e.g.,

yieldsK0 • 0.3 K2/day (Kz • 0.01 m2/s), r • 1.3 Hall and Plumb, 1994]) are timescalescharacterizing
years,and Q • 0.5 K/day (• • 0.3 mm/s). Theseval- different properties of transport. In this paper we show
ues produce profiles for CO2 in reasonableagreement
with aircraft observations. However, a large range of
Ks results in equally good agreement,although r and
Q are more tightly constrained. In the lower tropical
stratosphere,vertical diffusionappearsto play little role
in transporting tracer.
1. Introduction

The rate at which lower stratosphericextra-tropical
air mixes into the tropics and is lofted upwards determines the extent to which midlatitude

aircraft

emissions

will affect the ozone layer. Although aerosol observa-

how these two timescalessupplement the amplitude information, thus providingthree independentconstraints
on the rolesof horizontal mixing, vertical diffusion,and
vertical advection in the tropics. We estimate these pa-

rametersusinganalysesof H from the HalogenOccultation Experiment(HALOE) instrumentaboardUpper
AtmosphereResearchSatellite (UARS) [Randelet al.,
1997],and of SF6 by the ACATS instrument[Elkins
et al., 1996]duringthe Airborne SouthernHemisphere
OzoneExperiment(ASHOE) and Stratospheric
Tracers
of AtmosphericTransport(STRAT) campaigns.
2.

One

Dimensional

Model

tions [Trepte and Hitchman, 1992] suggesteda mix-

In order to extract rates of diffusion, mixing, and
vertical advection from tracer observations,we use the
ideaformalizedby Plumb[1996],photochemical
calculations show the tropics cannot be completely isolated simplest model possiblethat includesthese effects. We
solve the one-dimensionaltracer continuity equation
ing barrier between the tropics and extratropics, an

[Availoneand Prather,1996].Recently,severalstudies

haveestimatedrates of mixing and ascentusingaircraft

[Boeringet al., 1996; Minschwaneret al., 1996; Volk
cot
+ Q•-•- Ko•-•(p•-•)
- - (X- Xe) (1)
et al., 1996] and satellitemeasurements
[Mote et al.,
1996;$choeberlet al., 1997;Randelet al., 1997].
One way to estimate transport parametersis to ob- whereX is a tracer mixing ratio, Ks a coefficientof verti-

Ox Ox• O Ox •

serve the vertically propagating signal in the tropics
of conservedtracers whosemixing ratio varies periodi-

cal diffusion,Q a vertical velocity, r a relaxation time to
the specifiedextra-tropical mixing ratio Xe, summariz-

oscillation amplitude alone cannot pin down a horizon-

densityfalling exponentiallywith scaleheight Hs. The
vertical coordinateis potential temperature t9abovethe
tropicaltropopause(assumed
to be at 390K). In the atmosphere,Ks, Q, and r vary with spaceand time, but

cally(e.g.,•/ - HaO+2CH4andCO:). However,
the ing the mixingrate of air into the tropics,and p the air
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here we consider only constant values.

We solve(1) for two boundaryconditions:(i), a sinusoidalsource(X(0, t) - cosa•t),and (ii), a tracer of
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linearly increasingabundance(x(O,t) - ct). The periodic solution has amplitude A and phaselag r•, while
the linear solution determinesthe mean age F. In each
case,the extra-tropical value Xe must be specified. For
the periodic tracer, we take Xe - 0, as observationsof

STRATOSPHERE:

Table 1. Explicit Solutions

periodicboundaryconditionX(0, t) -cos•t:
x(o, t) = A cos(t -

whereA = e-•ø,

(•i• tan-l"/)
-1) ,
• showsmallamplitude
in the extra-tropical
strato- kA-- (O/2K0)(½cos
1
spherecomparedto the tropics[Randelet al., 1997].
For the lineartracer,we take Xe = c(t- Fe(0)), where
Fe(0) -- m0 + Fe(0) is an extra-tropicalverticalage
profile with a constantvertical age gradient m.
The explicit solutions are shown in Table 1. For low

diffusion(roe << 1, Q >> K•/H, and r >> rs) the

amplitude
A •- e-o/rQandthephase
lagr,• -• O/Q.In
this limit, diffusionplays a negligiblerole in propagating the annual cycle compared to advection, and also
a negligible role in attenuating the cycle compared to
relaxation to the extra-tropical value.
3.

-

sin tan- v),

½=
v=
+ .-1). -0 =
O=Q+Ko/m
linear boundaryconditionX(0, t) = ct:
x(o. t) = c(t - r)

wher r =
- ,r) Fe(0)----mO+Fe(0),5F= r(m(• - 1), and

L- (2Ko/O)
(v/l+ro/r-1)
-1

Observations

The HALOE instrument measuresstratosphericH20

1. There are two limits to note. For r -• c• (complete
isolationof the tropics),verticaldiffusionis solelyre-

andCH4,andthe quantity• is wellconserved
in the sponsiblefor the observedattenuation of the periodic
lower and middle stratosphere[Dessleret al., 1994]. tracer signal. This upper bound on Ko is about 1.8

• variesseasonally
at the tropicaltropopause,
and K2/s (Kz • 0.04m2/s),withinthe rangeobtainedby

this signal is transported vertically through the trop-

Mote et al. [1996]. In the oppositelimit, Ko -• O, all
ical stratosphere
[Mote et al., 1995;1996].Randelet al. the attenuation of the periodic signalis due to mixing
[1997]havefit annualandsemi-annual
harmonics
to the of extra-tropical air into the tropics. r in this limit is
HALOE • time seriesfrom 1991 to 1996. We usetheir

phase and peak-to-peak amplitude at 100 hPa to 31 hPa

to obtainkA = 0.0043K-1 and k,• -- 0.0050yr/K for
the coefficientsdefinedin Table 1, giving a 55% attenuation and an 11 month phaselag at 31 hPa.
SF6 is nearly inert and its abundanceis increasing
approximatelylinearly[Maisset al., 1996;Gelleret al.,
1997]. Here we useSF6-inferredagefrom ASHOE and
STRAT data to estimatemeanage[Elkinset al., 1996;
Waughet al., 1997; Volket al., 1997]. Usingthe sur-

about 1.2 years, a lower bound consistentwith Randel

et al. [1997].
A secondrelation between Ko and r is obtained by

eliminatingQ from r• and F (Table 1), producinga "F•-• curve". This curve is shownin Figure I as a heavy
dashed line.

The A-r•

and F-r•

curves intersect at

r • 1.3yearsandKo • 0.3K2/day(Kz •. 0.01m2/s).
The simultaneoussolution for the vertical velocity is

Q • 0.5 K/s (• • 0.3 mm/s). This represents
our best
estimate

for these values.

facemeantime seriesfrom Geller et al. [1997]and a
The best estimate values are in the low diffusion limit.
tropopauseage of 0.8 year [Volk et al., 1997],we ob- Thephase
velocity
0/r• oftheHALOE• signal
only
tain, in the tropics (4-15ø) at 80K (4-5K) abovethe differsfrom Q by 1%, the first order correctionto Q
tropopause, F - 0.9 + 0.3 years with respect to the
being4Ko/(Qr), whichis 100timessmaller.The effect
tropopause.To obtain an estimateof Fe(0), we aver- of diffusion on the amplitude is greater, the first orage mean agesbetween 0 and 20K from the height of

dercorrection
to kA •0 (rQ) -1 beingw2Ko/Qa, which

the tropicaltropopause(i.e., 390 and 410K) at latitudes is about 10 times smaller: for best estimate values,
between20ø and 40ø, finding Fe(0) = 0.9 + 0.4 years, A(80K) = 0.70, while for the same r but Ko = O,
again with respect to the tropical tropopause. Linear A(80K) = 0.73.
fits of the vertical age variation in the extra-tropicspro-

The circlesof Figure 1 are solutionsobtainedby vary-

ducem = 0.025 yr/K. Finally, H = 7 km is converted ing A, r• and F by + 10% about the fits to observations.
to Ho = 162K for usein (1) by employing
the closelin- Somecombinations(not plotted) shift the F-r• and Aear relation betweenlogp and 0 of ASHOE and STRAT r• curvesfar enoughapart that there is no intersection.
data in the tropical lower stratosphere.

4. Solving for Ko, v-, and Q
A and r• (Table 1) may be usedto eliminate Q,
thereby providing a relation betweenKo and r. This
"A-r• curve" is drawn as a heavy solid line in Figure

Q is insensitiveto A and F, but varies nearly inversely
with r•. Despite these uncertainties, it is encouraging
that r = 1.3 years is within the range 1.1 + 0.2 years ob-

tainedby Volket al. [1996]in an independent
analysis,
and • m 0.3 mm/s falls within the uncertaintyrange
of the annual mean vertical velocity in the tropics esti-

matedby Rosenlof[1995].
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sinusoidto a non-constantbackground[Waughet al.,
1997].Agreementin the heightof profileextremain seasonsof oppositephhse,despitethe constantcoefficients
of the model, suggeststhat observedvariationsin the
ascentrate of the CO2 cycle[Boeringet al., 1996]may
not be due entirely to seasonalvariations in vertical velocity. For our best estimate values,the February minimum propagates upward from the tropopause about

0.05

25%fasterthan doesthe Octobermaximum(compared
to a 60% differenceobservedby Boeringet al. [1996]).
Reducingr to 1.0 year resultsin a 40% difference.Becausethe minimum versusmaximum effect is of comparable magnitude to seasonal• variations, it should be

O.OC
0.0

Figure 1. Curvesof the vertical diffusioncoefficientKo
versusthe mixing-in time r derived from fits to satellite and aircraft

observations.

Solid and dashed lines

represent independent techniques. The best estimate
solution is indicated at the intersection point by the

dark squaresymbol. Circles are solutionsusing 10%
variations of observations

about the fits.

See text for

details.

5. Predicted

accountedfor, if possible,when inferring • from CO2
observations.In principle, this can be accomplishedby
removingthe CO2 variation due to the F fall-off before
tracking the cycle extrema.
To test sensitivities,we computedmodel CO2 profiles

for other valuesof Ko, •, and Q (Figure2). Doubling
r worsensthe agreement with observations,as does a

20% reductionin Q. On the otherhand,tripling Ko has
very little effect. This is consistentwith the low diffusion limit. Vertical diffusionplays little role in tracer
transport, and hence tracer observationsprovide little

CO2 Profiles

information

about the rate of diffusion.

Measurements
of stratospheric
CO2 [Boeringet al.,
6. Conclusions
1994;1996]are independentdata testingour estimates
of Ko, •, and Q. CO2 exhibits stratosphericgradients due to both a long term quasi-linear trend and
an annual cycle in the troposphere. Thus, we combine
solutionsfor oscillating and linear tracers to obtain a
modeled CO2 profile. As a boundary condition, we fit
a linear trend and an annual and semi-annual cycle to
the observedtropopause time seriesof Boering et al.

Usingsatellite
if/ measurements,
aircraftSF6measurements, and a simple diffusion-advective model of
the lower tropical stratospherethat allows relaxation to
the extra-tropics,we have separatedthe rolesof vertical

diffusionand extra-tropicalmixingon tracegassignals
I

[1996].

•

Figure 2 showsthe aircraft 002 measurementson
Febuary 1996 and October 1994 over the first 100K
of potential temperature from the tropical tropopause
within 15ø of the equator. The solid line is the model
solution for the best estimate

/
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/

values from the HALOE

and SF6 data. There is good agreementin the position
of the minimum

and maximum.

The

October

model

profile is a remarkable fit to the measurements,while
the February profile is similar in shapeto the measurements but shifted by about I ppm. There are fewer
tropical tropopause measurementsover the year preceding February 1996 than during that precedingOctober 1994, so that the boundary condition is less accurately determined. In general,the model profilesare
quite sensitive to the tropopause boundary condition.
The observedFebruary profile also show a sharp falloff above 80K. These data were taken further

from the

equator than the others, and may represent a recent
extra-tropical intrusion.
The minima and maxima of the model profilesascend
at different rates, even though there is no variation in
the phasevelocity, the result of adding an attenuating
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Figure 2. Tropical profilesof CO2 for February 1996

(left panel)and October1994 (right panel). The symbols are measurementsfrom aircraft. The heavy solid
line is the model usingour best estimate parameter values. Other curves use best estimates, but with K0

tripled (light solid), r doubled (dotted), and Q decreased20% (dashed).
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in the tropics. Our best estimate from this anaysisis

Ko • 0.3 K2/day (Kz • 0.01 m2/s), r • 1.3 years,
and Q • 0.5 K/day (• • 0.3 mm/s). The uncertainty

STRATOSPHERE:

Dessler,A. E., et al., An examinationof the total hydrogen
budget of the lowerstratosphere,Geophys.Res. Left., 21,
2563-2566, 1994.

Elkins, J. W., et al., Airborne gaschromatographfor in situ
in the measurements,and the limits of such a simple
measurementsof long-lived speciesin the upper tropomodel, imply a large range of equally possiblevalues
sphere and lower stratosphere, Geophys. Res. Left., 23,

(at least a factor 3 for Ko) about this best estimate.

347-350, 1996.
Geller, L. S., et al., Recent trends and latitudinal distridependentestimatesof Volket al. [1996]and Rosenlof bution of troposphericsulfer hexafiouride, Geophys.Res.
Left., œ•, 675-678, 1997.
[1995],respectively.
In addition,thesevaluesof Ko, r, Hall, T. M., and R. A. Plumb, Age as a diagnosticof stratoand Q producemodel CO2 profilesin good agreement
spheric transport, J. Geophys.Res., 99, 1059-1070, 1994.
with CO2 measurements in the lower stratosphere in Hall, T. M., and D. W. Waugh, Timescalesfor the stratosphericcirculation derived from tracers, J. Geophys.Res.,
different seasons,despite the fact that the model em102, 8891-9001, 1997.
ploys constant coefficients.
Maiss, M., et al., Sulfer hexafiouride: A powerful new atmoOur analysis has implications for two- and threespheric tracer, Atmos. Environ., 30, 1621, 1996.
dimensional models of the stratosphere. It is a great Minschwaner, K., et al., The bulk properties of isentropic
challenge for such models simultaneouslyto simulate
mixing into the tropics in the lower stratosphere,J. Geophys. Res., 101, 9433-9439, 1996.
accurate valuesof I •, A, and r• in the tropics. Hall and
Waugh[1997]showtwo GCMs with greatlydifferentI • Mote, P. W., et al., Seasonalvariations of water vapor in
the tropical lower stratosphere, Geophys. Res. Left., 22,
which both significantlyoverattenuate the annual cycle
1093-1096, 1995.
amplitude. Preliminary analysis similar to that pre- Mote, P. W., et al., An atmospherictape recorder: the imsented here, but applied to model data, suggeststhat
print of tropical tropopause temperatures on stratospheric
water vapor, J. Geophys.Res., 101, 3989-4006, 1996.
a major problem is too much vertical diffusion in the
Plumb,
R. A., A tropical pipe model of stratospherictranstropics, perhaps by an order of magnitude. However,
port, J. Geophys.Res., 101, 3957-3972, 1996.
once modelsare in a low diffusionregime, the precise Randel, W. J., et al., Seasonalcyclesand QBO variations in
value for Ko is not critical. The condition for acheivstratospheric CH4 and H:O observedin UARS HALOE

However, the estimatesof r and • agree well with in-

ing this regime may be estimated from the first order
correction to the low diffusion limit for the amplitude,

andis Ko << Q2/a•2r,or, for ourbestestimatevalues,
Ko << 5 K•/day (K• << 0.1 m2/s).
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